Analysis of genetic effects of major genes and polygenes on quantitative traits. II. Genetic models for seed traits of crops.
Genetic models for quantitative seed traits with effects of several major genes and polygenes, as well as their GE interaction, were proposed. Mixed linear model approaches were suggested for analyzing the genetic models. Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to evaluate unbiasedness and efficiency for estimating fixed effects and variance components of the embryo and the endosperm models, including effects of a major gene from an unbalanced modified diallel mating design with nine parents, respectively. Simulation results showed that estimates of generalized least squares (GLS) were unbiased and efficient, while those of ordinary least squares (OLS) were almost as good as GLS. Minimum norm quadratic unbiased estimation (MINQUE) could obtain unbiased estimates of the variance components. It was also suggested that precision of MINQUE estimation would be improved with augmentation of experimental size. Data from a modified diallel design in upland cotton ( Gossypium hirsutum L.) were used as a worked example to illustrate the parameter estimation.